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On-Line Cleaning Device
The material LUCHEN® on-line cleaning
device equipment of concrete mixing
station adopts YK series vibration water
tank screen, supporting belt conveyor
and corresponding control system to
achieve the on-line cleaning of stone.
Vibrating washing screen is compact in
structure, excellent in performance,
stable in operation and small in
noise.You can rest assured to buy
On-Line Cleaning Device from our
factory and we will offer you the best
after-sale service and timely delivery.

Product Description

The material on-line cleaning device equipment of concrete mixing station made in China
adopts YK series vibration water tank screen, supporting belt conveyor and corresponding
control system to achieve the on-line cleaning of stone. Vibrating washing screen is
compact in structure, excellent in performance, stable in operation and small in noise.
LUCHEN® On-line cleaning device is mainly used for grading and cleaning of gravel,
gravel, sand and other materials such as mine, coal, building materials, etc. On-line
cleaning device is the supporting equipment for all levels of crushing machinery. Washing
sieve using disc shaped flexible coupling vibration driven vibrator, makes the screen box
for forced continuous movement, the material is in the inclined shaft sieve box screen for
continuous casting of the movement, through sewage pump uninterrupted water supply at
the same time, makes the material in the water so as to achieve the effect of cleaning,
continuous vibration screen can be set up multilayer can be sorted to.
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2YK1335 2 18-20 4.30 80~180 11 4 2500
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